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Four actors and a musician. 

In the centre of the stage is a sandbox full of dirt. 

 

I Believe In Dionysus (WH) 
 

Man:  I didn’t hear any screaming. 

Another: Not everyone was screaming. 

Man:  I didn’t hear any though. 

Another: It was outside. 

Man:  I was outside. 

Another: Screaming, and dancing. I think. 

Man:  Did you see it? 

Another: No. But I heard it. 

Man:  I could smell it. I could smell wine. Kind of a sour... 

Another: Screaming, I believe I believe. There was an echo in the hills. 

 

Prologue (AW) 

Dionysus:  
 
Theban soil. Good, dark, Theban soil which nurtured my mother, Semele.  
 

I’m finally here. I have returned to this soil which was soaked with her lightning-broiled 

blood. I wander amongst valleys which echoed with her sisters’ mocking laughter. I 

behold the city ruled by her nephew who thinks his power can blot out memory of my 
birth. I have come home. (Mocking, with nasty irony) What is home to a god? What 
value can a mortal mother have when her blood is overwhelmed by the undying ichor in 
my veins? Do you really think there are such great rages in divine souls? 
 

I have torn the feminine foundations out of this city. I’ve been whispering my vine-clad 

song in mortal minds, filling them with drunken prophecies of a new order. They will 
shout my praises with bleeding throats if I demand it. I have driven the women out of 
Thebes to sing my praises on the mountainside. Let them luxuriate in their languid, 
longed-for liberty. In time they will burn the pillars of their society. I do hope the flames 
will be pretty. 



 

 
The performers dance erratically 

 

Night (WH) 

Agave: You’re not asleep. 

Pentheus: No. 

Agave: Why not? 

Pentheus: I’m thinking. 

 Beat. 

  I need some water. 

Agave: I don’t fetch things for you. 

Pentheus: I didn’t ask, what do you want? 

Agave: Nothing. 

 Beat. 

  It’s important you get your sleep. 

Pentheus: I know. 

Agave: You can’t make these kind of decisions when you’re tired. 

Pentheus: How do you know if I’m- no, sorry. Goodnight. 

Agave: I’ll be there tomorrow. 

Pentheus: No you won’t. 

Agave: I can go if I want to. 

Pentheus: Don’t delude yourself. 

Agave: I want to be involved. 

Pentheus: Not your place to be involved, please, I’m tired. 

Agave: Thought you couldn’t sleep? 

Pentheus: Thought you didn’t want anything. 

 

Divinity 1 (WH) 

 

Dionysus watches Agave. 



 

 

Dionysus: Are you weak? Or scared? You feel like you deserve something? Your 

fingers are clenching, pinching, tension at nothing. You're pulling back 

the anger and I wonder if there's anything else left in you. What I could 

bring out. Breathe slowly. Your son denies you, denies me. We have 

that together. 

 

Denial (WH) 

 Pentheus holds an idol. He tries to crush it in his hand. 

Agave: It’s made of steel. 

Pentheus: It’s not. 

Agave: Solid. 

Pentheus: You just think it is. 

Agave: You’ll brake your fingers doing that. 

 

Divinity 2 (WH) 

 Dionysus holds his crushed idol. 

Dionysus: They told me I was his son. 

  A god knows if he’s being lied to. 

Humans are weak, and I don’t feel weak. I can make them see what 

they want, and they’ll follow anyone who’ll give them that. That’s weak. 

You dare lie to me? I am lies. 

 

Talk (WH) 

Kadmos: My grandson he's... He's uh... He's... Determined. He has integrity. 

Agave: You could say that. 

Kadmos: He's uh... We disagree on a lot of things but at the end- well he's  

   where he's supposed to be. 

Agave: He talks to you a lot. 

Kadmos: He what? 

Agave: You talk to him a lot. 

Kadmos: Yes. 

Agave: That's nice. 

Kadmos: He never listens. 



 

Agave: Why would you say that? 

Kadmos: Oh he... We disagree on a lot of things. 

Agave: But he's where he's supposed to be. 

Kadmos: Yes.  

 Pause. 

Agave: There's a lot he doesn't know about you. 

 

Power (WH) 

 Dionysus stands behind Agave. 

Agave: And if the person born with power is the wrong person? 

Dionysus: Then you change them. 

 Dionysus covers her eyes. 

Agave: I don’t see anything. 

Dionysus: You see blood. 

Agave: Whose is it? 

 

Blind (WH) 

Agave: Do you trust me? 

Aunt:  I… I have before. 

Agave: So? 

Aunt:  I know you. 

Agave: Look at me. 

Aunt:  No that’s how it starts. 

Agave: Look at me. 

Aunt:  No. 

Agave: Stop- 

Aunt:  This is how it starts the- the crazy. 

Agave: Crazy? 

Aunt: Not that kind, I mean you’ll tell me something and then we’re off and 

fucking chaos. 

Agave: It’s not me this time, it’s someone else. 

Aunt: Who? 

Agave: Don’t play stupid. 



 

 

Aunt: I… I don’t know. 

Agave: Look at me. 

Aunt:  Why? 

Agave: Listen to the bit of you that’s saying look at me. 

Aunt:  There’s something in your eye. 

Agave: I know something you don’t. 

 

Dance (WH) 

Pentheus’ grandfather Kadmos, and his friend Teiresias. They wear dressing 

gowns, drinking red wine, dancing and singing. 

Pentheus: You’re an embarrassment. 

 They laugh. 

  You’re not even dressed. People will see you. 

 They push a bottle of wine into his hand. 

  What am I supposed to do with this? 

Kadmos: Give in to your appreciation of the world. 

Pentheus: You’re babbling. Babbling rubbish at me. 

Kadmos: No, you cannot hear, there’s a whole… world of what you’re missing, 

you, you- 

Pentheus: Stand still, please. 

Kadmos: I will not. 

Pentheus: I never expected this of you. 

 Beat. 

 No you’re right, I haven’t seen them, but why would they go if it wasn’t to 

just… to go against everything we know is good for them. Convinced 

they know how to rule themselves, when it’s not their job. She kept 

coming to my meetings, trying to be my advisor. 

Kadmos: You can’t force people to respect you. 



 

Pentheus: Are you drunk? Drunk again, you are. Why don’t you run after them, join 

their fucking cult. 

Kadmos: It’s no cult- 

Pentheus: What is it then? 

Kadmos: An abandonment. 

Pentheus: Do you have nothing new to say? 

Kadmos: I don’t need to- 

Pentheus: I wanted to help them. 

Kadmos: I don’t think they wanted your help. 

Pentheus: Morally bankrupt.  

 

I (WH) 

Agave: 

Once you leave the city, the air is lighter, not forced into so many bodies. I look 

upwards when I walk, and that's not something I do. There's too many eyes in the city, 

and here there's just mine, watching the hills get closer to me, and the sides look less 

steep, spreading out, and the woods.  

So the trees get thicker, but I can still see because my eyes adjust, we’re so scared of 

the dark but we can live in it really, we can. The trees get thicker and I cross over a 

stream, I slip on the moss, there’s moss on the rocks in the stream and I lose my shoe. 

The skin under my feet is too soft, it hurts walking on the ground but if we walked 

without shoes all the time, our skin would grow hard. Hard and you could- I realize this, 

as I climb out the other side of the stream. I take off the other shoe. 

I knew, following the cracks in the bark like a map, feeling my way. Smelling the dirt on 

my wet feet. My little toe has a curl, a little curl. Only on one foot. 

And he’s there, staring. His eyes goring me, and there’s a flinch of fear, the kind I like. 

It’s new, it’s fear I can do something about, it’s mine. The muscles of his hunched 

shoulders twitch, and I’m smiling. The hooves pummel the ground, daring me, saying 

dare. Dare. So I do, my feet go forward, bleeding on the stones, seeing red, breath 

steaming from the nostrils. The horns are thicker than my neck and I see them pearce, 

rip, and I’m giving too much, but there’s a gentleness in the eyes, a promise of 

everything I need crying out of them, reaching a hand forward, not like you’re imagining 

no, it’s how I imagine, touching the face, feeling the strength that could kill me, and 

knowing that no, no no, it cannot hurt me. Because I won’t let it.  

 



 

 

Action (WH) 

 

Andrew: The King of Inaction, that’ll be your history. The King who stood by and 

did fuck all, while- 

Pentheus: Say of me what you will, but I’m trying to get you to think rationally. 

Andrew: This is not the time for rational, or talking, or anything, our women have 

left. Their children, their husbands, where are they? They’re looking 

down and laughing at us. The King who sat on his arse and his many 
advisors. 

Pentheus: I’m not denying their behaviour is abominable- 

Andrew: Kadmos told me you, you know, you... when you found out they’d gone, 

that you were raving at him, what happened to that? That’d be useful. 

Pentheus: He is my grandfather, and not on our side. 

Andrew: The King who- 

Pentheus: We have been betrayed, and there will be action. 

Andrew: Bullshit, I’m leaving now, and I’m getting them back. 

Pentheus: Are you an idiot? 

Andrew: Are you scared of a bunch of women who are sat, starving on a 
mountain? 

Pentheus: They are dangerous, you can’t just run up there and… there’s something 

else at work here. 

Andrew: I thought you didn’t believe- 

Pentheus: Never, but there is trickery, and they have been fooled. 

Andrew: You sit around speculating, someone should be bringing them back. 

Pentheus: I have reports of extreme violence. 

Andrew: I don’t believe that. 

Pentheus: Until we know what’s really going on, we should tread carefully. 

Andrew: Isn’t your mother with them? 

 Beat. 

Pentheus: Obviously. 

Andrew: Doesn’t that bother you? 

Pentheus: Of course it does. 



 

Andrew: But you won’t go and get her? 

Pentheus: It’s not that simple. 

Andrew: Women do change when they get older, don’t they? I remember her- 

Pentheus: I don’t see what it is they’re getting up there that they can’t get down 

here. We can offer them… 

Andrew: So? 

Pentheus: They have let their emotions take them over, and we cannot do the 

same. They’re deluded, they think they can keep themselves safe, and 

healthy, and we have to approach with care. 

 

Pentheus (AW) 

I am king of this city. My will is the foundation stone of our laws. I alone stand between 

my people and chaos. This revolutionary revel is a threat to everyone in Thebes. If 

these … women feel able to ignore my authority, what next? What will be the next 

target of this hysteria? 

This catastrophe cannot come to pass. I will stop it. My men still know their place, the 

army acknowledges its duties. The bellowed bass of battle-cries should shock the 

wanton wastrels from their warrens. If not, a mailed fist surely has the strength to drag 

things back to the natural order. 

Peace, obedience, discipline; is that really so much to ask? 

 

Rebirth (WH) 

 Agave lies on the floor, dazed. Aunt watches. 

Dionysus: Forget yourself. 

Agave: How do I do that? 

Dionysus: Don’t think. 

 Beat. 

Agave: My bones are on fire. 

Dionysus: Don’t say anything. 

 Beat. 

 Agave shuts her eyes. Dionysus leans over her. 

Agave’s body is limp. Dionysus lifts her arm, her leg, her head, making sure 

they are weightless. He takes his time. He moves her. 



 

 

Aunt:  What’s wrong with her? 

Dionysus: Nothing. 

Aunt:  Agave? 

Dionysus: She can’t hear you. 

 Pause. 

  You can be next. 

 

In the Woods with Dionysus (AW) 

The women celebrate. 

A quiet space between the trees. 

The ease of simply being us 

When we don’t have to trust 

That those Others who are unlike you me 

Will continue to be as friendly 

As those civilised smiles seem to seem 

Without a witness to guard us with their glance. 

The business of knowing how well 

Things are going can be hell 

When showing of the swell of a breast, 

Or failing a test on how our gender or sex 

Should act might engender an attack 

Of cutting derision or of callous fists. 

So we’ve made the decision to go apart 

To the quiet bliss of a separate space 

Where we can talk or unselfconsciously dance 

At our own pace. In our own way. 

We invoke the name of our new deity 

Who is reviled because they seem so foreign. 

But it shouldn’t be abhorrent 

To keep our liberated gaiety free from those 

Who suppose we should be pleased 

At how easy it would be to conform to their world, 

And perform in a way they say is more normal. 

Hurl away the box in which you’re kept, 

Refuse to accept their labels. 

You are able to reclaim who you were before 



 

They told you what you are. 

Roar your true self at the stars here beside us 

As we stand in the woods, free, with Dionysus! 

 

Miracles 1 

The women dig in the dirt and produce miracles. Dionysus pours the milk and wine. 

 

Rave (WH) 

Agave: It… it… 

Dionysus: I know. 

Agave: There was… 

Dionysus: I know. 

Agave: It was as if… as if. 

Dionysus: Exactly. 

Agave: Like a… a… 

Dionysus: Of course. 

Agave: And I… because there- 

Dionysus: That’s right. 

Agave: And now… now… 

Dionysus: Yes. 

Agave: Now I want it. 

Dionysus: Bring me the head. 

 

Miracles 2 (WH) 

A messenger tells Pentheus about the women on the mountain. Meanwhile, the women 

perform their miracles. 

Messenger: They were like… you see in those, deer things like, the ones big cats 

eat. When something’s following them, stalking, their head goes up 

really fast, and they look around. Always aware, like they think they 

need to be on guard. Yeah, they were doing that. I think they knew I was 

watching, or maybe not because I feel like they’d tear me up. Not 

because I was watching them, because I was not them. They don't want 



 

 

a man's eyes on them, I don't know how that... I saw them tearing up 

animals, could of been to eat or it could have been, I don't know. But 

they clawed up the ground, digging, and I swear, they pulled something 

out. I could smell wine, it was coming out of the dirt. I wasn't that close 

but I could smell it, see it, but I can't have done. I can't have done. They 

drank. Made milk.  

They just want to be left alone. 

Pentheus: I have to reach them. 

 

Loyalty (WH) 

Agave: Come back to us. Where are you?  

Aunt: Don’t plead. We don’t need- 

Agave: He is what we are now. 

Aunt: He is our saviour. We can’t make demands. 

Agave: I demand him back, to teach us.  

Aunt: He has others to teach. 

Agave: He promised me. He promised me. 

Aunt: You sound deranged, sleep. 

Agave: No. 

 

Pentheus appears, disguised as a woman. 

 

Sparagmos 

Pentheus is torn apart by Agave and the maenads. 

 

To Kill My Son, The Lion (AW) 

Agave is questioned. She answers in two voices. 

 

I don’t really remember. 

Move me, you vine-clad liberator 

It all happened so fast, really 

Move through me and free me from myself 

I wasn’t myself. How do you expect me to remember? 

Your free-flowing gift enflames my soul 



 

Oh, fine, then … I remember feeling warm 

Your pulse and mine quicken together 

As if I’d been running 

Faster, harder, now whisk me away 

Or dancing for hours 

Outside myself I see me blaze 

It felt good not to have to be ladylike for once 

This life within me too much to bear 

I felt so … angry … or happy … energetic, certainly 

Set me loose – freer! – I feel the world 

Like I could do anything, like I had to do something 

Bright sunlight charges to embrace me 

The sun came from behind a cloud 

Typhoon breezes kiss my burning skin 

And I saw something moving in the trees 

Feel the tingle of the Spring-blushed air 

Trying to hide in the branches 

I feel I’ve never breathed before 

I tried to ignore it, to get back into the moment 

More life! The stars burn inside my flesh 

But I could feel its beady eyes watching me 

A lion, young and sleek with tawny pride 

It was my fucking brat 

Surprise at the stranger’s intrusion 

Sticking his nose in my business once again 

A moment stretched, luxuriant pause 

He never lets me have a second to myself 

Our stillness, such exquisite torment 

He just can’t stand the thought of me having my own life 

It sticks, like crimson, sweat-scented silk 



 

 

So I picked up a rock 

It tears, oh how it tears, blood ribbons 

And bashed him in the head 

Fill my hungry lungs, O ecstasy 

You should have seen his stupid face 

O agony, sweet upon my ears 

Crying, as if that had ever stopped me 

My teeth, my fangs, chew my still-warm prize 

So I hit him again 

Blood-slick bone snaps. Enemy vanquished. 

Maybe four more times 

Tear head from weeping neck. My Trophy! 

Until I was sure I’d killed the little shit 

Me! With my god’s power! I did this! 

And I’d do it again. 

There. Happy? Now, is there anything else you simply have to know? 

 

End (WH) 

Agave: I did everything you asked. 

Dionysus: I promised nothing, I owe you nothing. 

Agave: You said I could feel this way forever. 

Dionysus: You believed it was me who gave you your strength, it was never mine 

to give.  

Agave: He was my son. 

Dionysus: You wanted him dead. 

Agave: No 

Dionysus: Now you have what you want. His head is mounted above the city gate. 

Agave: He was wrong for this city. 

Dionysus: He should never have denied me. 

Agave: And you are wrong for it as well. 

 

Divinity 3 (AW) 

Dionysus appears as a god. 



 

Dionysus:  

I am a god, awesome and mighty, but you knew that already, didn’t you? Deep down. 

These mortals whose lives were toppled as I stood up to my full height, you think 

they’re from another age, so very far away from you. I see things differently. You’re as 

much in my grasp as they were. And I am a god. I am a god, and I know that because I 

look around me and so there’s no one else left. My brothers and sisters and father are 

dead. But me…you’ll keep coming to me because you’ve nothing better. I’m the best 

kind of liberation you have. I’m the only way out of this rot you’ve allowed to fester in 

your world. My power is still strong. That’s why you still raise my liquid gift and ask for 

blessings. Every week you all ask I grant you freedom from care. I will. I will let you join 

my dance. I will free you from yourselves. I will shake down the walls you put about 

yourselves. I will take away your fears and let you move. I will dissolve the chains that 

hold you back, but you still decide the direction. “It was the wine talking.” No it wasn’t. 

You said what YOU felt. “I wasn’t myself.” Yes. You were. Own it. Take responsibility. I 

know what you are, I see what you might be without restriction. You’re as free to speak 

of love at a symposium as you are to rip a lion’s fucking head off. I only open the door 

and wish you the best of luck. And because you don’t know any better, I’ll keep on 

opening that door again and again – and we’ll tell this story once more. So, cheers. 

Health, wealth and happiness. Io Dionysus! 

 

Follower (WH) 

 Agave and Kadmos share silence. 

Agave: Did you want something? 

Kadmos: Not really. 

Agave: Ok. Thank you. 

Kadmos: For what? 

Agave: Nothing, I thought you were leaving. 

Kadmos: I put some flowers on the grave today. 

Agave: For that then. 

 Pause. Kadmos stares at Agave. She is uncomfortable. More silence. 



 

 

  Do you want something? 

Kadmos: How are you adjusting? 

Agave: Fine thank- fine. Just fine. 

Kadmos: Difficult shoes to fill. 

Agave: I’m managing. 

Kadmos: What’s the matter? 

Agave: Stop it, stop what you’re doing. 

Kadmos: Am I bothering you? 

Agave: You are. 

Kadmos: So sorry. 

Agave: There’s nothing… nothing I can- 

Kadmos: Don’t bother. 

Agave: It wasn’t all my fault. 

Kadmos: Definitely don’t bother. 

Agave: I want to- 

Kadmos: Is there any point in this? Is there any, any point in this? 

Agave holds the idol. 

Agave: You were dancing. 

Kadmos: I never… never. 

Agave: False.  

Kadmos: He was very real. 

Agave: A lie to me. 

 

Miracles 3 

Agave scratches at the earth, desperate to re-create the miracles. Nothing happens. 

Dionysus watches. 
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BEACH. 
  
Dogs like her. 
 
In her darker moments she thinks they can smell the blood on her hands. 
No matter how hard she scrubs at her skin, 
how red raw her fingers sting- still they come.                                                                                    
Sniffing, breathing, instincts drawn to a primitive being. 
So, in seeping knuckles in a panic at the sink, 
red floods her eyes- then she remembers, the blood is only her own.                                                       
Her son’s in disguise.  
 
She’s on a beach. Contemplating her mortality. 
  
She’s exiled- they don’t like violent women. They don't understand 
how such soft hands could 
tear their own flesh, break their own bones. Unable to connect 
or comprehend, how her thoughts could ever extend to- she must be ill. 
The pressures too high for her mother’s milk. 
But they’re lucky if they had easy children to feed in their homes. 
  
They don’t tell you what to do if the ones you love, no longer love you. If your children don’t like         
you. There’s no leaflet or book ‘Be the fire! Take its toll, be the strength they need to fuel your             
home- Be the backbone’. 
  
She thinks: They sleep, they eat, they feed, until they grow strong. Stronger than me.  
 
She's in recovery and thinks, I’ll go and stay by the sea. Get some fresh air in me and 
try not to drink so much anymore. 
Always now careful of how many closely measured glasses are poured- 
one too many, one gin too merry- 
and she’s flushed with imagery. Her body moaning, 
 wrapped up in the heat, and he's all she can see.  
 
She lies in the sand, trying to look discreet. 
Trying to blend in, hoping not to be seen.  
 
Sand in her toes, and a dog at her feet. Welcome back to society-  
 
let the integration begin. 
 
The waters different now. The ground is dry and the waves softly lull in a 
slow but steady breathe out and pull. 
Moved by the rhythm of the tide, one enormous swell, 
one lethargic breath at a time. 
Lapping at the bay, shielded from the wind, a taste from the salt spray. Agave lies still. 
Allowing her lungs to fill, and lead in sync with the deep-sea breathing in time with the waves. 
  
She watches children being cared for on the beach. 
There's something about their discovery of sand. 
Shouting out loud beneath small hats that shield, protect them from the sun. 
Burying secret things 
when nobody is watching. 
Sucking the salt from their hair, stones in hand, open voices on the air, eating sand. 
Surrounded by a rather large range of multi- coloured deckchairs.  
She allows the noise to surround her. Surround her inflamed skin and 
swollen face. Swollen cheeks from too much gin.  
 
She lives on like this, it could be worse. Until one day at the sink, one final flashback too many  
  



 

 

she snaps.  
 
Three measures too much too merry, hands clutching- 
clasping at empty glasses, 
In a drunken state thinking, fuck this. I can beat it- I'm going back. 
I decide who I am.  
 
Drunkenly she packs a bag. Grabs a coat                                  
- no-one to leave a note to - she empties the flat 
of all the rubbish, cans & fags and before she knows it                                                                                   
the winds of the sand bank whistle in her ear, 
and she's outside,                                                                                                                                            
in the rain, blurry eyed.  
 
But after an hour at a bus stop in the beckoning night, her breathing slows. Her mind races on,    
but the cold creeps slowly back into her bones.  
 
She waits for a sign.  
 
The wind is high, and she can hear                                                                                                 
angry waves crashing on the shore in the night, lamenting her pain. Thrashing at the ground        
that keeps her restrained. Roaring blindly                                                                                       
she's estranged to her old ways,                                                                                                          
to her home. Tears sting her eyes and                                                                                        
memory pulls at her throat.  
 
Stories run wild of how we came to be so hard skinned, 
and who invokes our memories.  
 
She waits for a sign.  
 
There's no one around except for an old drunk man stumbling to a doorstep, it's the middle of 
the night. 
 
Where are you? Are you listening to me? She speaks to the sky.  
 
What do you want from me?!  
 
Roaring blind, Agave screams into the night.  
 
I get no relief from what you did to me. I get no relief in how it's meant to be, in 
the depth of the night I tread the blue with only darkness beneath me.  
 
The old man shrugs his shoulders and goes inside.  
 
She waits for a sign.  
 
 
But Gods have nothing to gain when there's nothing new to say- 
 
it's a waste of their time. 
 

BIRTH, DIRT & BONE 
 
 
BIRTH 
 
In a long growing dawn,                                                                
in the peaceful eye of a raging storm, I was laid. 
Left alone                  



 

I was born,                                                                                  
content in a bed made                                                                        
lest a parent forget, and I grew strong.  
 
I slept                             
I was fed                               
I slept, and I grew  
strong.  
 
A god- that has grown in the wind and is born in a storm-                        
late in the night he pushes a thorn                                                             
into my side.                                                                                              
Late in the night, into my side                                                                      
late in the night my tissue is torn.                                                               
My skin growing thin                                                                                               
he tries to steal my name- to push further in and increase the pain-                
but I say no.  
 
So, he waits till I am full grown.         
He waits until I am alone.  
 
He thinks: A city made for me. A city of earth,                      
built over leaves, this city of dirt,                                              
the place of my birth my city of Thebes, lies at my feet.                 
It sleeps                                                                                       
it feeds                                                                                       
It sleeps- until I return.                                                                
A petrol can in my hand, my feet                                                   
as fire in the streets- but nothing stirs.                                    
Still, the city sleeps.  
 
Raging away every other day,                                                                 
roaring blind.                                                                                            
He slits my hands building walls,                                                                       
he calls my name                                                                                                   
his anger won't subside. But my hands                                                             
they feed the floors that align                                                                
these rooms they breathe                                                                           
they let my soul be. I mark my lines                                                           
my bloods in its veins- I say to him you can't drive me away! I say  
these walls were made, and                                                               
these walls will remain                                                                        
 for my ghost to roam. This is my home.   
 
So, he waits until she is fully grown. He waits                                                                                                
Until she is alone.  
 
Amid this Birth and Dirt and soon to be Bone- 
he’s, denied.  
 
They should be falling at his feet!                                                                                 
Dancing in the roads of these sun-drenched streets of - when it suits him- his city.         
He needs to be recognised, in this city of Thebes.  
 
She was a main contender- in this denial of his godly pride. Her nephew-  
vine clad spawn of Zeus- pawing at the earth on which his mother died.  
 
So, to suit his needs, he calls her name while she sleeps.  
How dare she deny me, this King mother of Thebes.  
She laughed him off, not a real god. No seed of Zeus? I’ll 



 

 

raze this city and I’ll bring her to her knees.  
 
 
 
 
IDOL. 
 
In the night, she turns on the radio so she can't hear him. 
 
She closes her eyes, and thinks                                   
of all the other people who listen to the radio.       
Who let the music in.  
 
She turns up the volume, but she  
can still hear her name.  
 
She thinks you again?! With your overheated                          
burning body laid heavy against                                                  
the curve of my spine, you swine.                                                          
I know your type, well I’m not listening to you. It’s not right.  
 
He tells her he understands. How such                             
soft hands can be taken for granted,                              
how she doesn’t see                                                        
how free she is, or could be- why do you deny me?  
Her ability to create her own path,                                        
to secure her own destiny- It's right there,              
beneath.  
 
He whispers in her ear, sends her visions                         
of fearless revisions of her life:                                        
a forest freedom; destroyed domesticity-                            
a bottle and a half in and she’s a fuckin’ visionary. 
 
It's NIGHT.  
Pentheus hears a clink, and thinks ah shit. She's on one.  
 
You’re drunk.  
 
Did I ever tell you that you have more of me in you than you would care to admit? 
Not enough of your fathers standing,                                                                                 
his grand gestures made in landing him death.  
 
‘Man Of Sorrows’. That’s what your name means.  
 
Like father like son you’re marked for tragedy and if we continue to deny him-  
 
Go to bed- says her son. Go to bed, you’re drunk.  
 
Feeding these feuds, 
a vengeful god taints the air, sowing his seeds ...             
If only she held her own- then she could be free.  
 
HOME.  
She's not sure when the change was.                             
When she first became a hindrance in her own home.  
Doors closing early, abrupt words, cut off mid-sentence, no longer heard- 
though her thoughts were       
no less- teenage years behaving absurd. It'll pass.  
 



 

He's at that age. Of scornful gazes, and prying eyes, uncomfortable silences, 
irritation in company   and heavy sighs at questions, slamming doors- irritation no less.  
 
Daring to even enter the same room as him- no less-  
not really understanding why, she feels stupid.  
She feels the heat in her bones flare up in an instant- at locked doors, shut down screens and  
secrets held close in meetings- that she's not there for, so she cannot oppose- don't even think 
about it, hallway greetings. Darkening rooms and significant meetings.  
 
Living alongside a longing to escape a spreading disease.  
 
It seeped into all the corners of the house, like a rising damp, a shadow pronounced                 
it sits in silence. In rotting wood, in growing ivy, it seeps around rooms growing violent.  
 
Over time rotting stone and carpets frayed and dyed from heavy pacing 
and over spilled wine. The disease is at work. It grows  
 
until only shadows shine through blinds, and she's kept to one room, 
for long periods of time.  
 
Agave has obeyed the expectation of her life. She married wisely, she bore her children and her 
life developed through a maternal infusion. She has lived as society dictates she must  
 
even when sisters mate with gods and keep their name in disgrace- She thinks, what for? 
Widowed. Alone with one child left. To be left in a rotting room   
 
where no-one would even notice if she was gone. If she had been gone for days- she's placed 
further and further away, just out of reach.  
 
In a sort of restrictive dress, with books to read, to 
keep her occupied, with tea.  
 
With, no need to come and talk to me.  
 
Out of reach, untouchable. Why should she need company?  
 
You don't need to talk, to me.  
 
Her son, in another room, on his knees in early midnight defeat,         
he shuts her out to carry alone and remains                                      
silent, until she leaves.  
 
So, she waits.  
 
But the disease pulsates from his room at the end of the hallway. Spreading its limbs, 
stretching, making its arc throughout this dying house. He's stopped listening.  
 
A continuous ticking, the darkness thickening and the sound is too loud for her ears ... A pain’s 
in her thigh and a god is alive-  
 
I'll try one more time.  
 
It's not that she doesn't love him- It’s just that once Pentheus became King, it really did bring 
about a change, unfortunately- the worst, in him. But  
 
-there are times when I want him to be graceful in his manners,                                                                
and a force to be seen. There are times when I urge him                                                                              
to rule with a hand that gives the people what they need.                                                                           
That conquering alone isn't enough to claim his territory- holding it requires the ability to govern, 
holding it requires the resources to love them. Of course                                                                   



 

 

Stories run wild about the qualities of kin,                                                                                                 
the strength of the beast, the force of the god, the wildness within him ... but nothing can ever 
measure up to the construction of a King- so how can he win? 
  
I go to my son. I go to the lion howling alone on his knees in early morning defeat- He shuts me 
out. I look to a daughter, but turned to ash she lies deaf to me, lost in a fire of her own and I'm 
left in a calling hallway.  
 
Yearning, a stirring storm through a doorway, calls to me. Agave breathes.  
 
The disease doesn't stop at an outward reach, it's struck within.        
It riots through the walls soon to wear thin,                                          
the walls of this house, soon to crumble in sin.  
 
She moves her feet. And                                           
here she comes,                                                      
to that second last step on the stair                      
that creaks. A final moment in the doorway 
before she leaves.  
 
Deaf, between two worlds.   
 
Her footsteps sink in time with the                         
deep sleep breathing,                                       
breeding monotonous political dreaming of leaving her loved ones behind.  
 
A deep breath is taken before she takes flight,      
a breath so deep it stings in the night-                   
eyes wide lungs tight                                                
she reclaims her life.  
 
The salt taste in her mouth,                   
the deafening blood pound-                 
how's that for surround sound?!           
As if she had found desire-  
 
As if she was 16 again  
with Echion's breeding        
laid on her back          
brought to her knees  
 
the kisses in this breeze are sweeter than that.  
Better than any physical gratification                        
no complications,                                                    
limbs free to blaze  
 
under no man’s gaze                                            
she's under the stars led by constellations.  
 
The air smells damp                    
the earth it moans                     
it groans to her, it heats    
her bones.  
 
Damp in the night as               
the moon lights the night greeted by Nix                           
as she leaves her home.  
 
Into the woods she goes-       
to make a life of her own.  



 

 
MESSENGER 1.  
 
‘Your mother is with them’  
 
(pause)  
 
 
‘I just thought you ought to know’.  
  
 
DIRT 
 
I. 
She sleeps on the ground.  
 
She finds trouble sleeping the first few times. She finds new aches in her joints where her limbs  
realign. No use for her voice, but she learns to let go and the ground takes her weight as her 
bones reshape.  
 
It’s tough on her skin, it pulls at her throat, she grows thin, but she knows she’s made no 
mistake. Preparing, sharing her strife, on the mountainside with dirt in her toes, her blood on the 
stones, making way for the night.  
 
She calls to Nix to be kind.  
Until she grows in the wind                  
she’s lean in the storm,                                   
the sun rises higher and she’s alive  
with the dawn.  
 
 
IN THE WOODS WITH DIONYSUS.  
 
There are others.  
 
At first, she is shy,                                      
but it’s her Bacchic rite to be here          
so, she drinks from the cup                    
(he is the god of wine).  
 
Then she realises, she can just relax.  
 
Her shoulders drop. There’s no watching,                                                    
no sense of all eyes on you, no apologising.                                               
She holds herself differently. No shrinking,                                                
being seen, fed from the earth and quenched                                             
from a stream. No fear.    
                                                                             
No holding keys in between your fingers in case of attack,                              
no eyes on you- no being followed to your front door,                                    
no avoiding eye contact so as not to encourage unwanted attention,                          
no crossing the road to avoid them-                                                               
no patronising tones and really,                                                                 
really wishing, to just be left alone.  
 
Honeyed gifts from a god                       
and dew from the dawn on your skin. 
  
Miracles from vines                                           
to pay your respect, and ease your mind.  



 

 

 
IO DIONYSUS!  
 
Until she’s so relaxed, that she falls even deeper in.  
  
RAVE.  
 
In different houses, in every city                     
in different rooms                                         
lay loyalty, love and death,                          
passion, words & water,                              
fire, earth and air. Every country lays in  
Birth, Dirt and Bone.  
 
Evolving.                            
Constantly moving                             
in a rhythmic tide of its own.  
 
She thinks how much she loved hearing music.  
 
Varied moods                        
emerging, rolling around               
rooms beneath a row of roofs lined up in the street.  
 
All with people. People just like you, and me-          
it's in the background of kitchens.                     
Behind passions with one another,                         
an echoing frame                                              
leading lovers into meetings.  
 
When music swells,                       
stories from keys- these strings!  
The marks they leave. The heat  
stirred up from these notes,       
friction from a string                   
songs from the air.                         
Music made from silence          
enthralling the stratosphere-                
it's ability, it's integrity!                      
It would bring her to her knees.  
 
Shoulders squared                                 
heart full of rhythm.                             
The only time she ever felt free.  
 
Until now.  
 
She follows the sound.  
Her head swims in the trees   
the floor falls beneath             
and they are floored                        
by the gifts                                        
of sound.  
  

Ecstasy is the transcendence of the ordinary state. 
 

Suggesting, an intensification of emotion so powerful, 
as to produce a trancelike dissociation from        

all -but the single overpowering feeling. 
 



 

It is an altered state of consciousness that moves a person beyond the self 
 

into a unified awareness. 
 

Expanding our spiritual horizons, and enhancing our physical abilities. 
 
 

Dionysus instigates this trance and ushers us into his realm of ecstatic awareness. 
 

It's women only.  
 
Their bodies moving                                 
their limbs now alight                       
dancing themselves into a frenzy.  
 
Their liberation from a status  
falling free                                          
of psychological barriers  
 
they are                              
in seclusion         
to be free.  
 
When another body is so energised                            
is stood beside you so wise                                   
and so loud                                                          
that it brings in a crowd.                                         
You stand there with them,                                     
so proud, watching.                                               
Teary eyed at these sounds from the air,                         
words from a mouth you can't quite believe.  
Shapes                                                             
figures                                                                  
colours                                                                    
and sounds                                                                  
all beside bodies beside you                                   
and you've never felt so alive.                               
This energy                                                    
radiating through a crowd.                                     
Searing sounds in no sense                                               
that hang in the aether, another element.                    
An immense sound of love to date                         
revealing a higher ground.  
 
Breath held, in case you miss a word.  
 
Her body shakes.  
 
She doesn’t try to control it, no restraint- there’s too much at stake.                
She wants to feel every moment                                                                    
to give her whole self-up to this glorious god that shook her awake.  
 
She's so nervous- no-one knows what he's going to say. 
They're so nervous because they can't wait to hear                
what he has to say.  
 
Agave's sick to her stomach.  
 
He's three steps away. At arm’s length       
she can feel his energy.                              



 

 

He's electric.  
 
She's there for the music. She's there for the feeling of freedom.  
 
Blood pounds in her ears and she feels the years of heartache slip away.  
She needs to reach another level                                                                          
to maintain the pace  
 
to reach the pinnacle and force the moment to its crisis  
 
She's given her soul and delved in deep, in a sway of ecstasy bodies  
entwined she stands at the forefront                                      
here- with Dionysus! 
 
Now.  
 
Even in freedom, in a group of              
liberated women looking to feed                      
it's human nature to form allegiance.  
 
For someone to lead.  
 
And finding her strength                                                                              
in bleeding feet                                                                                        
Agave’s face is to the sun and she hears her name on the breeze.  
 
These frenzied feelings growing at such a fast pace  
you get lost in the race completely out of hand  
 
you can barely stand as you get so out of your mind  
that time stands still. Days roll by  
 
as your deepening thrill keeps you alive. And that’s when gods whisper names in the  
wind  
 
lions leave their pride  
and sons come to spy in  
disguise.  
 
 
MESSENGER 2.  
 
‘Your mother is with them’  
 
(pause)  
 
‘I think they just want to be left alone.’  
 
But Pentheus is a King! he has a plan of 
his own.  
 
 
LION.  
 
He’s intrigued.  
 
He cannot resist seeing the forbidden.              
Watching his mother ‘reclaiming her freedom’-   
This is gonna be good.  
 



 

He knows what they’re doing                   
up there in the mountains-                       
soft white thighs                                   
drenched in wine and no restraint             
and they tell me it’s innocent?           
Give me a break.  
 
You would never approach a tribe-  
let’s say, unprepared.  
 
He’s been promised flesh! Pentheus has been dreaming  
visions of skin                                 
unapologetically at ease  
 
but they’re not so easy to find.                           
Their true selves now hidden behind trees  
 
hearts on their sleeves now  
exposed to the sky.  
 
Whispers of violent tendencies.  
 
So, he goes in disguise.  
 
Dress, heels, black lines shaping his eyes- He’s one of them!  
 
They won't accept you if you don't look alike the god says.  
 
His own societal strip back show; the big tease reveal of his lion’s pride-  
Stripped! Of his masculinity        
-or so he’s been advised.  
 
Into the woods he goes!  
 
Assuming he’ll survive.  
 
  
TO KILL MY SON THE LION.  
 
Her breath     
is hot              
and quick.  
 
The adrenaline           
in a rush                    
to cover                          
all her limbs 
 
don’t let yourself think            
of this sickly pit                    
her stomach sings  
 
stay in the moment 
please                              
stay with me  
 
I get the feeling  
you’re trying               
to leave.  
 



 

 

She sees a shadow in the trees.  
 
She feels                                    
a steadying breeze                        
and the beat of a rhythm  
 
that sets her free    
but there is  
movement  
 
in between the bark  
 
paws firmly on the ground.            
An intruder                                   
keeping his presence unknown  
 
but she sees beyond          
and catches a glimpse         
of that lion’s throat.  
 
I knew I wasn’t alone.  
This one has to go.  
 
Bring me the head.  
 
Thinking he's the king?  
Swanning in                           
all proud and believing  
 
his sleek lion's mane  
can keep him safe              
in these woods  
 
where now only women remain?!            
I'll show you lion                                     
hear me roar!  
 
Bigger and braver                 
than I ever was before.  
Agave leads.  
 
Bring me the head.  
 
She calls to her tribe                                      
to bring that Lion                                        
down from the inside- take his crown!  
 
Tear down the tree                
rip through vines  
rhythmic frenzy  
 
With only one thing in their mind                   
to pull limb from limb                                 
with their own freedom to win.  
 
He hits the ground  
removing make-up in  
a hurry  
 
in a plea to his mother’s milk   



 

and love me now                              
she must recognise me  
 
mother you must know me!  
 
But she knows no boundaries.  
He's brought to his knees               
and she thinks  
 
I must have that lion’s head.  
 
Mounted on a spike in  
this light of day  
 
opportunity presents itself   
and I must win this fight.  
 
The tendons are tight.  
 
The bloods    
warm, joints         
once aligned         
                           
now                          
torn                         
apart 
                                                                           
Neck cracked  
 
 
Violent Art  
 
 
The light leaves his eyes  
and he thinks my god,      
gods are cunts.  
 
Just before he dies.  
 
She breathes fast.  
 
the stillness lasts              
heads pound                       
with racing heart beats  
 
and feet start descending back down.                        
Others start to leave.  
 
Brought back to the ground come down fast-                           
the frenzy’s passed.  
 
Shivering starts.                                    
It's 7am and the sun's not ready             
to comfort their Art.  
 
What seems           
like moments  
pass by  
 
when you come down  



 

 

from the skies                       
that once held you  
 
so high                               
in a sway of ecstasy  
you truly believe  
 
in this feeling,         
and as of yet          
no real reeling  
 
as to what you have done.  
 
 
  
BONE 
 
 
AFTER.  
 
She's left alone on the shore, a little unsure               
of how                                                                       
she came                                                                     
to be.    
                                             
Hair entangled                                                          
and her limbs                                                                
so sore from                                                                 
the lessons of love.  
 
Bruises emerging                                                               
the winds pickin' up- skies quick thickening with            
the waters rage                                                 
sickening 
 
and the deafening sound                  
of a thundering cloud                                
is all that surrounds her now                                  
as the rain starts to fall.  
 
Her blood pounds                              
realisation dawns                                      
Reality sets in and the situations raw.  
Her chest sears with pain  
 
no longer numb,                              
sensations returned                         
and her heart burns again.               
It hits the water  
 
like a wall of  
rain over me  
and embrace        
my fall.  
 
Bare laid lone bones                   
all of this woman's own-              
her and her son                   
stripped down to the core. 
  



 

Her chest swells                 
her shoulders ache                 
her throat melts                       
as she lay on the stones  
 
ego thrown                  
she thinks                       
I must be in Hell.  
Agave breathes-  
she is alone.  
  
A focus                                  
on the physical pain  
turns to a soft glaze,  
 
and her body weight lays  
heavy on the ground now     
the gravitational pull  
 
on her concentration  
down to a level              
where it all evens out. 
  
Her vision stops spinning                   
and all the fears and the doubts  
come to a standstill.  
 
A rhythm is found.  
 
Her heart roars.  
and this god that  
she adores  
 
is nowhere to be found.  
 
She's left alone                     
with her freedom                    
and blood on her hands.  
 
She tries to stand.  
 
No tribe to hear her moans  
near her now                                  
all senses                               
seized by the throat  
 
no care for the smell               
only a stench of flesh             
and nothing else left                   
to soothe her own throat.  
 
Fresh earth                  
dug out                    
turned over                     
to bury his bones.  
 
Wet dirt                
stained stones,         
on the edge               
of the water  



 

 

 
what remains of a daughter  
  
and where once was a home  
now full of grief  
 
tears wept for the loss of hope  
and for the people they could  
have been.  
 
Left                                         
in a mess                                 
of a rattling carcass                     
and freshly torn flesh.  
 
The birds come to prey.  
 
She thinks                                         
I'll stay here a little longer                   
till my legs can grow stronger  
Then I'll face the day.  
 
She hears someone behind her.  
 
Her father appears in all his glory.                         
He's asleep at her throat, she breathes deep  
and she knows                                                   
she can't speak.  
 
Gut thrown                                              
cut throat, brought to her knees              
and only a stench in the air                 
from forgotten Theban streets.  
 
He says,                              
your apology is boring.  
 
What once was seen as so diligent now  
turns to abhorring                                        
your pride is pouring                                                
landfill into the weight child,                                 
What once burnt bright child                           
has turned sour and grave child.  
 
You're dead to me.  
 
She says  
 
it wasn't all my fault. I wasn't always alone.  
 
She thinks of the women, Pentheus, Echion, the music, her father and his hatred for what she 
has done. Of Dionysus.  
 
I thought I was in control.                                   
I've lost all my own                                             
 he held my gaze, and it placed                     
a hunger in my soul. I heard a truth-  
  
Your senses were thrown.  
 



 

 
I bowed to the earth                                                                                                                                              
he called my name-                                                                                                                                      
I've been devoured by a god who promised me I could be free if I held my own.  
 
Gods play games.                                                                                          
They prove a point until you listen.                                                                  
Until you bow to their dismissal of human integrity and they show you            
how little you mean in the grand scheme of the sky.  
 
He says you're dead to me. Don't you ever come home.  
 
She thinks                                    
I'll stay here a little longer                  
till my legs can grow stronger  
then I'll face the day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stories run wild of how we came to be                             
so hard skinned and who invokes our memories. 
  
The names of those who leave their mark upon our skin,  
where now only an imprint remains.  
 
So, when her senses are seized by the wine, and she's brought to her knees  
and can't keep it contained- Agave goes back inside, in from the rain.  
 
To sleep, to eat, to feed- to grow strong, to lick her wounds in peace.     
She looks to the sky, while the waves in the sea thrash on.  
 
 
 
FIN.  



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 


